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We proposed and fabricated a double-slots photonic crystal waveguides �PCWGs� structure formed
by introducing two slots into PCWGs with air-bridge structure on silicon-on-insulator substrate. The
mode characteristics of double-slots PCWGs were investigated theoretically and experimentally.
The transmission spectra present a sharp and deep dip �22 dB with bandwidth of 6 nm� caused by
ministop band in the proposed structure, which is 15 dB deeper than that in the W3 PCWG.
Additionally, dependence of the dip on temperature in the double-slots PCWG was measured and a
temperature coefficient 0.159 nm / °C can be concluded. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3258072�

Photonic crystal �PC� slabs with two-dimensional �2D�
PC structures located within high index contrast slabs, have
attracted a lot of attention1–4 because of the combining light-
wave confinement mechanism of in-plane photonic band gap
�PBG� and vertical total internal reflection, as well as their
easy fabrication processes compared to three-dimensional
PC. By introducing line defects into the PC slabs, the defect
modes would appear in the PBG and PC waveguides
�PCWGs� can be formed. Mode coupling between the defect
modes in PCWGs could transfer the energy from the funda-
mental guided mode to the high-order modes which propa-
gate backward with large losses. Therefore, in the frequency
region of the fundamental mode, minigaps, so called minis-
top band �MSB�,5 would appear and MSB-dips can be ob-
served in the transmission spectra. S. Oliver and H. Benisty’s
group and T. F. Krauss’s group have given many valuable
theoretical and experimental studies about MSB.5–10 Trans-
mission spectra of MSB have been measured by internal
light source technique for waveguides in GaAs and InP-
based PC heterostructures which correspond to weak index
confinement structures in the vertical direction.5,6,11 Because
mode coupling is the basic mechanism for many functional
PCWGs devices, such as filters, splitters, switches, etc., the
mode coupling in just one PCWG provides a simple platform
for compact device. Thus, many promising applications
based on MSB have been proposed, such as optical gain
enhancement,7,12 slow light,13 fluid sensor,14 mode selective
mirror,9 and spectral filter.10,11

However, MSB is generally formed in multimode
PCWGs5,6,11,13 and the interaction of these multimodes will
degrade the transmission performance.15 Additionally, effec-
tive adjustment of MSB is not feasible. In this paper, we
proposed a structure by inducing double slots into traditional
PCWGs to control MSB by adjusting the defect modes in the
PBG and their coupling strength. Theoretical and experimen-
tal results show that the transmission spectra of proposed
double-slots PCWGs present sharp and deep MSB-dip com-
pared to that of the traditional PCWGs. The sharp and deep
MSB-dip means better filter and mode selective characteris-

tics, and also benefits for the applications of slow light, op-
tical gain enhancement, and fluid sensor. This MSB-dip can
be controlled by not only the structural parameters, such as
the position and width of the slots but also the temperature.
The temperature coefficient of the MSB-dip wavelength,
�� /�T=0.159 nm / °C, can be concluded from the experi-
ment results.

Structure of the double-slots PCWG is shown in
Fig. 1. The lattice period and the radius of the PC holes are
denoted as a and r, respectively. Here, W3 PCWG was se-
lected to induce the double slots, because MSB in W3
PCWG has been extensively studied both in mechanism and
experiment.5,6,11,13 Two slots are symmetrical in the PCWG,
where Wslot and W0 represent the width of the slot and the
central waveguide, respectively. Silicon on insulator �SOI�
with air bridge structure was used to fabricate the proposed
structure. We calculated the band structure in �K direction
by 2D plane wave expansion method �PWE� with an effec-
tive refractive index16 neff=2.67 in the vertical direction. The
neff was determined by the thickness of the fabricated PC
slab and the vertical index distribution. The validity of neff
=2.67 for our fabricated samples can be further confirmed by
the experiment results of transmission spectra, which fitted
well with the simulation results of 2D PWE and 2D finite-
difference time-domain method �FDTD�. Figure 2 shows the
calculated transverse electric mode band structures of W3
and double-slots PCWGs, respectively, at the same r /a
=0.28, where W0=1.2a, and Wslot=0.2a for the double-slots
PCWG. The order of the defect modes was labeled in the
band gap according to the number of zero crossings of its
magnetic field distribution.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Structure of the double-slots PCWG which is formed
by inducing double slots into a W3 PCWG.
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It can be seen from Fig. 2 that there are two MSBs for
the fundamental mode for both W3 and double-slots
PCWGs. One is above the air light line and the other is
below the air light line. Because modes above the air light
line will cause huge vertical radiation loss,4 we just discuss
MSB below the air light line, here. In W3 PCWG, MSB is
caused by the coupling between the fundamental mode and
the band edge mode, which has larger transmission loss than
that of the defect mode. Additionally, there are many cou-
pling modes, such as 1st and 3rd modes, 2nd and 4th modes,
in W3 PCWG and the complex coupling modes will degrade
the MSB transmission performance. In the double-slots
PCWG shown in Fig. 2�b�, the MSB is formed by coupling
between the fundamental mode and the 2nd order mode and
lies below the air light line, which can be guided better than
that in W3 PCWG because of the less loss. On the other
hand, the defect modes in PBG of the double-slots PCWG
are effectively adjusted and the defect modes around the fre-
quency of MSB are removed which is beneficial to transmis-
sion performance. In addition, two slots weak the coupling
between the fundamental mode and the 2nd order mode. This
is promising to obtain a narrow MSB-dip, which can be ex-
plained by the coupled-mode theory.6 The MSB bandwidth
in the lossless case can be given6,11

� =
a

2�

4�

n+ + n−
. �1�

Here, � is the MSB bandwidth, � is the coupling coefficient,
n+ and n− are the phase refractive index of the forward-
propagating and backward-propagating waves. Due to the
fact that the fundamental mode in the double-slots PCWGs is
mainly determined by the central waveguide �between two
slots with width of W0 shown in Fig. 1�, the coupling inten-
sity between the forward index-guided and backward crystal-
guided propagating modes11 is smaller than that of W3
PCWG caused by the separation of the two slots, namely a
small � for the double-slots PCWG. Therefore, a narrow dip
can be expected in the double-slots PCWG, and effective
control of the MSB bandwidth and frequency is feasible in
this structure by changing the position and width of slots.

Transmission characteristics were simulated by 2D
FDTD method for the two types of PCWGs. Results are
shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that MSB-dip in the double-
slots PCWG is rather sharp and deep compared to that in the
W3 PCWG.

We fabricated both proposed double-slots PCWGs and
traditional W3 PCWGs on SOI substrate with air-bridge

structure. The scanning electron microscope �SEM� images
are shown in Fig. 4.

The SOI wafer has a 200-nm-thick silicon slab on the
top of a 3-�m-thick SiO2 layer. Using ZEP-520A as a resist
mask, pattern for PCWGs with the input and output stripe
waveguides was generated by electron beam lithography.
Then inductively coupled plasma dry etching using CF4 and
Ar mixture was employed to transfer the pattern to the sili-
con slab. After removing the resist mask, a 600-nm-thick
SiO2 cladding layer was deposited on the surface, which
would help to protect the input and output waveguides in the
air-bridge etching process and improve the coupling effi-
ciency. Following this, photolithography was used to create
an opening just on the PCWGs region for forming the air-
bridge structure by wet etching. Buffer hydrofluoric acid was
used to etch the underlying SiO2 within the wet-etching
opening area, so that the air-bridge structure was formed.
Finally, we removed the photoresist and ground the wafer to
the thickness about 100 �m, and cleaved it into about
1-mm-long samples for measurement.

The structure parameters for the double-slots PCWG are
a=420 nm, r=120 nm, Wslot=90 nm, W0=500 nm, and
the length for double-slots PCWGs L is 50a �L=21 �m�;
the structure parameters for the W3 PCWG are a=390 nm,
r=110 nm, and the length for W3 PCWGs is also 50a
�L=19.5 �m�. It should be noticed in Fig. 4�a� that we de-
signed the slots termination to extend outside of the hole
edge boundary to improve the coupling efficiencies, follow-
ing the reported optimized deign in Ref. 8.

The transmission spectra of these samples were mea-
sured with an autocoupling alignment system. The measure-
ment system included a light source, a polarization control-
ler, an input tapered polarization-maintaining lens fiber, a
precise fiber alignment system, an output tapered lens fiber, a
power meter, and a monitor. The light source was a tunable
laser with wavelength tuning range from 1350 to 1630nm.

FIG. 2. �Color online� TE mode band structure of �a� W3 PCWG with
r /a=0.28, �b� double-slots PCWG with r /a=0.28, W0=1.2a, and Wslot

=0.2a.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Transmission spectra simulated by FDTD for W3 and
double-slots PCWGs �W0=1.2a, and Wslot=0.2a� with same r /a=0.28.

FIG. 4. �Color online� SEM images for �a� double-slots PCWGs and �b� W3
PCWGs.
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The polarization state of the tunable laser was determined by
a special polarization controller. The precise autocoupling
fiber alignment system can be controlled by a computer via a
general purpose interface bus card and the accuracy of this
system is about 5 nm. The output of the tested sample was
coupled to the output tapered lens fiber and measured by the
power meter.

Figure 5 shows the transmission spectra of the W3 and
double-slots PCWGs, both with lengths of L=50a. The
shape and position of the MSB-dips are in good agreement
with the theoretical predictions. The MSB-dip in double-slots
PCWGs is much sharper and narrower than that in the W3
PCWG, which has a 22 dB transmitted power extinction ra-
tio and a bandwidth of 6nm with the fabricated parameters.

Besides the narrow bandwidth, the MSB-dip is much
deeper than that of W3 PCWGs with the same length L
=50a, namely the extinction ratio of W3 PCWGs is worse
than that of double-slots PCWGs. This is because of larger
losses in W3 PCWGs caused by the interaction between
band edge mode and multimode. A high extinction ratio of
22 dB can be obtained from the double-slots PCWG with a
length of only 21 �m.

Additionally, temperature dependence of the MSB-dip
was measured for the double-slots PCWG. The measurement
results are presented in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the MSB-

dip moves to low frequency �redshift in wavelength� with
temperature increasing. This is because the refractive index
of the silicon slab increases when temperature grows. The
temperature coefficient �� /�T=0.159 nm / °C can be con-
cluded from the experimental results shown in Fig. 6�b�,
where the frequency at half maximum �along the position of
the arrow� changes with different temperatures. This result
shows the potential applications of double-slots PCWGs as
modulators and optical switchers based on the thermal-
optical adjustment.

In conclusion, we have presented a double-slots PCWGs
structure by introducing two slots in PCWGs. Defect modes
near MSB can be effectively adjusted, which will improve
the performance of devices based on MSB effect signifi-
cantly. Double-slots PCWGs and traditional W3 PCWGs on
SOI substrate with air-bridge structure were fabricated and
the transmission spectra were measured and compared. A
narrow, sharp, and deep MSB-dip in the transmission spectra
was obtained for double-slots PCWGs with 22dB transmitted
power extinction ratio and bandwidth of 6 nm from a short
PCWGs length ��21 �m�. This agrees well with the theo-
retical prediction for weak coupling intensity caused by the
double slots. Additionally, dependence of dips on tempera-
ture was measured and the temperature coefficient �� /�T
=0.159 nm / °C can be concluded. Based on the theoretical
and experimental analysis, double-slots PCWGs shows more
promising applications than W3 PCWGs based on MSB
effect.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Transmission spectra of W3 and double-slots PCWGs
with a length of 50 lattice constants �L=50a�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Transmission spectra of double-slots PCWGs at
different temperature. �b� Frequency at half maximum �along the arrow�
moves with temperature.
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